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 Featured in TVB Channel 85 “Innovation GPS” Programme
 on 1 September 2021

 
 
 

Ultimo Technology

WIT Holdings Limited (WIT) was invited by TVB Finance & Information Channel (Channel 85)
to an interview on our Ultimo Technology™ and its application – the Expanded Polystyrene
Recycling Vehicle (EPSRV) in August 2021. It was our pleasure to show the “Innovation GPS”
programme host, Ms. Vanessa Cheung, both our facility and one of the wet markets operated by
Bright Lamp Industries Limited (Bright Lamp) and experience first-hand our recycling operation.

Expanded Polystyrene Degradation Solution
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We visited Fresh One Market – Yung Shing (鮮�市場·雍盛) in the morning and found that most
of the wet market stalls were already stocked up. Cleaners were collecting the empty expanded
polystyrene (EPS) boxes discarded by stall owners and sending them to the refuse area at the wet
market’s loading bay. Mr. Yau, Assistant Operation Manager of Bright Lamp, took the TVB crew
for a tour around the Fresh One Market – Yung Shing and explained the usage pattern of EPS
boxes.

Cleaners collecting EPS boxes and sending them to the refuse area

The crew was then led to the EPSRV parked at the loading area to find out more about the onsite
EPS degradation treatment process. 

Fresh One Market representative explaining about the usage pattern of EPS boxes at wet market
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Ms. Bowie So, Senior Business Development Manager of WIT, explained to the TVB crew on
how EPSRV, backed by Ultimo Technology™, allows EPS recycling to become more efficient by
shrinking the light and bulky EPS wastes into a small storage tank inside our 3.3-tonne recycling
vehicle. Comparing to the traditional way of transporting EPS boxes away from wet market by
truck, Ultimo Technology™ enables the EPSRV to maximize the collection quantity at each trip.
The maximum collection quantity of each EPSRV can reach 0.5 tonnes per day (the total weight of
approx. 1,500 EPS boxes), which is about 10 times the weight a 5.5-tonne truck can carry.

Bowie introducing the application of EPSRV at the wet market

EPS degradation inside the treatment tank

Switching on the power of the degradation system Dumping EPS boxes into the degradation system
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After the EPS degradation at Fresh One Market – Yung Shing, we drove our EPSRV back to our
facility to demonstrate the post-treatment process to the EPS wastes as collected. The degradation
system on the recycling vehicle was connected to our purification system at our base. The
degraded EPS mixture was guided to the filtering unit to screen off impurities and foreign material
leftovers before entering the purification unit. The filtered mixture was then left inside the
purification system for cleansing and material separation procedures, from which, the liquefied
polystyrene (LPS) raw material and Ultimo Solvent were retrieved separately.

Extracting degraded EPS to the purification system

PS material regenerated from EPS wastes

Extracting LPS from the purification system
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Ms. Yany Lo-Quiroz, Managing Director of WIT, was interviewed and she explained the local
EPS recycling environment in Hong Kong. She highlighted that among 32,500 tonnes of EPS
wastes discarded in 2019, only < 0.1% of such wastes were recovered; the rest were all sent to
landfills. The high transportation cost incurred from sending EPS wastes to the recycling plants is
one of the main reasons why local recyclers chose not to take part in EPS recycling. WIT wished
that Ultimo Technology™ could enable more mobile degradation devices to be developed to
improve the local EPS recycling rate and facilitate resource circulation. 

Yany sharing with Vanessa about WIT’s views on local EPS recycling

Yany also mentioned that, WIT had noticed about the shoreline EPS wastes problem in Hong
Kong. She revealed that WIT is actively studying the feasibility of recycling EPS wastes in remote
islands, hoping to soothe the plastic pollution and contribute to marine conservation.

Buoys, floating board and EPS fragments 
collected during shoreline cleanup

EPS fragments found along shoreline in Cheng Chau


